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The mid 1980s saw the calibration of radiocarbon by reference to the dendrochronology
of European oaks. The dating by direct tree-ring measurements ofwood from waterlogged
archaeological sites has proved more difficult. Now there is a dendrochronology for the
English Neolithic, that allows the dating of the Sweet Track in the Somerset Levels already known to be the oldest trackway in Europe - to the year of its building.

Part I: solving the puzzle

J. HILLAM,C.M. GROVES,D.M. BROWN,M.G.L. BAILLIE
In the period 1970-85, tree-ring research in
Europe had resulted in the production of long
oak chronologies for both Ireland and Germany
going back over 7000 years (e.g. Brown et al.
1986; Leuschner & Delorme 1984). In England,
there was a network of regional chronologies
covering the historic period, and almost no
chronological coverage for the prehistoric. For
the archaeologist this meant that, provided a
site from the historic period produced a replicated site chronology, the chances of dating by
dendrochronology were very high. The chances
of this happening for a prehistoric site were
poor by comparison, although some sites were
successfully dated, for example the Iron Age
causeway from Fiskerton in Liricolnshire and
the Hasholme log boat found in North Humberside (Hillam 1987).
The period 1985-88 saw an intense effort to
outline a prehistoric oak tree-ring chronology in
England (Baillie & Brown 1988). This work
centred o n sub-fossil oaks from East Anglia and
Lancashire and built on a previous chronology
from Swan Carr, near Durham which spanned

1155-381 BC (Baillie et aJ. 1983). The approach
to chronology-building was to produce wellreplicated chronology units which could be
located precisely in time against the existing
Irish (Pilcher et al. 1984) and North German
(Leuschner & Delorme 1984) chronologies.
This dating proved highly successful, arid it
became apparent that a high percentage of the
East Anglian oaks fell in the calendar period
3207-1681 BC, while Lancashire oaks spanned a
much greater range. Lancashire chronologies
were constructed which ultimately spanned
4989-4165BC,3807-1682 BCand1584-970BC.

The 17th century BC gap was resolved using the
Hasholme 1687-1326 BC bog oak chronology
constructed in Sheffield. However the essentially random sampling of English bog oaks
failed to identify any material across the period
4165-3807 BC.

A possible solution to this problem was
offered by the English Neolithic complex of
three chronologies, from the River Trent, the
Sweet Track and a submerged forest at Stolford
in Somerset (Morgan et al. 1987). The chrono-
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used by Clark & Morgan (1983) in a ‘wiggle
matching’ exercise.
Their suggested end-date for the Sweet Track
was between the 95% confidence limits of 3685
and 3415 BC, although it was noted that the
radiocarbon dates obtained in this exercise
were more recent than those obtained from
another laboratory for archaeological purposes
The Neolithic chronology
The first component of the Neolithic complex (Morgan 1988: 55). As research continued into
(see also Morgan 1984; 1987; 1988) is repre- the dating of the Neolithic chronology, it was
sented by oak planks from the Sweet Track in discovered that one of the Stolford timbers,
the Somerset Levels (CoIes & Orme 1984) which represents the younger 272 years of the
(FIGURE
1). This trackway was a raised wooden complex, had been used in the first Glasgow
walkway of planks held in place by wooden inter-laboratory radiocarbon comparison exerpegs. Some of the planks could have been cise (International Study Group 1982). Eight
re-used from the earlier Post Track which was samples from this timber had each been dated
found underneath or alongside the Sweet Track. by up to 20 laboratories. The resulting weighted
Cross-matching of 260 ring-sequences mean dates, oldest to youngest, were;
resulted in a 410-year chronology (Morgan
1988: table 111.3). Other tree-ring chronologies 5168 BP
were also produced from the oak roundwood 5196 BP
and some of the ash timbers; these were 5173 BP
5094 BP
published as separate chronologies (Morgan 5070 BP
1988: tables 11.5, 111.11). The relative dating of 5031 BP
the Sweet and Post Tracks was not determined 5025 BP
from the tree-ring analysis (Morgan 1984: 48). 5030 BP
The submerged forest at Stolford, along the
As all had s.e.m. values of less than 10 years,
shores of the Bristol Channel provided the
second chronology. The trees were rooted in a they qualified as high-precision dates. It thereseries of freshwater peats and marine silts, and fore became possible to ‘wiggle-match’ this
may have been killed by waterlogging due to component of the Neolithic chronology against
rising sea-levels. Samples from these trees were the high-precision calibration curve of Pearson
examined by Heyworth (1978). The ring et al. (1986).This exercise showed that the end
sequences from trees 2 and 3 cross-matched of the 410-year Sweet Track chronology was
each other to give a 276-year chronology, which likely to fall within about 10 years of the
in turn matched that from the near-by Sweet calendar date 3800 BC (Baillie & Pilcher 1988).It
also indicated that Morgan &Clark’s(1983) date
Track, extending it by 32 years.
The third chronology was constructed by the range for the end-date discussed above does not
Nottingham University Tree-Ring Dating Labor- include the correct date; the centre point of this
atory from 27 trees found in the floodplain range was in excess of three centuries too
deposits at Colwick in the Trent Valley (Morgan young.
Even with this new radiocarbon dating, the
et al. 1987; Salisbury 1980; Salisbury et al.
1984). The younger end of this chronology also chronology could not be dendrochronologically
cross-matched the Sweet chronology, although dated despite extensive attempts. A major
there was originally no significant match difference in growth conditions between the
between Colwick and Stolford. This link Irish bog oaks which had been rooted in peat,
extended the Sweet-Stolford sequence by and the trees used to construct the above three
almost 200 years at the older end, giving a total chronologies, was the suggested reason
(Morgan et al. 1987: 67).
sequence of 631 years.
There was some evidence of the date of the
Neolithic chronology from radiocarbon results. The Neolithic chronologies re-examined
There were 11 dates on the wood used to make In order to provide chronology coverage for the
the Sweet Track chronology. These dates were period 4165-3807 BC (apparently missing from

logy, which spanned 631 years as published
(Morgan 1988: 57; Morgan et al. 1987), proved
difficult to tie down against the Irish and
German chronologies. This lack of cross-dating
made ‘one of the major puzzles in British
dendrochronology’ (Hillam 1987: 360).
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the bog oak record), fresh efforts were made to
date the Neolithic chronologies. New samples
were acquired from Stolford, while the Nottingham Laboratory kindly supplied the original
River Trent samples from Colwick for remeasurement in Belfast. It quickly became apparent
that the 576-year Colwick chronology (Salisbury et aJ. 1984) was in fact made up of two
chronologies. One, ‘Old Loop 1’,spanned 354
years and cross-dated Sweet and Stolford as
published. The other, ‘Colwick Hall 1’,spanned
349 years and was placed by a tree-ring match at
3045-2697 BC against other English chronologies (Baillie in press). These new results
produced a 438-year Neolithic chronology to
replace the original one of 631 years.
Re-measurement of the Stolford trees 2 and 3
produced a ring-sequence essentially identical
to that originally produced by Heyworth.
Although the correlation values between the
Neolithic chronologies were noticeably
increased, this re-examination of the nonarchaeological components of the Neolithic
complex still left the chronology undated
against Ireland and Germany,
Resolution of the dating problem
The observed increase in the degree of correlation between the individual chronologies
which had resulted from the re-measurement
and re-analysis of the samples from Colwick
and Stolford encouraged us to re-examine some
of the timbers from the Sweet Track. This
coincided with a study to examine how well
water-logged tree-ring samples survive in storage. Over 60 ofthe original Sweet samples were
re-measured at Sheffield in 1989. Fifty-one of
the new ring sequences were used to construct a
new site chronology of 396 years, with the same
end year as that published by Morgan. The
samples for re-measurement had been selected
as representative of the excavated sections of
the track. Published information (Morgan 1988:
appendix I ) was used to indicate which
samples had more than 100 rings. The samples
included in the new chronology are distributed
amongst the excavated sites as follows (for map,
see Morgan 1988: figure 111.1):
Cover 1
Drove 6
Nature Reserve KD 2
Nature Reserve QZ 1
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Railway 17

South Drain 3
Turbary 18
Wallway 3

When the new 396-year chronology was
compared with the Belfast 5289 B(:-AD 1983
chronology (Pilcher et al. 1984),the position of
best fit was over the period 4202-3807 BC, with a
correlation value of 4.9. (Values of 3.5 or above
may indicate a match provided the visual match
is acceptable; for further details of the use of
Student’s t test in dendrochronology, see Baillie
1982: 82-5.) Whilst this match looked quite
good visually, it was felt that further proof was
needed before it could be accepted without
reservation. The fact that several of the ringsequences from the individual samples also
matched at this position was reassuring but not
conclusive.
The necessary proof was provided by material from two new locations, sampled in 1989.
First, an excavation at Beverley Long Lane in
Humberside, under the directorship of Peter
Didsbury, produced three oak timbers from a
gravel deposit. The only clue to their date was
that they were sealed by a possible Iron Age
hearth. Two of the ring-sequences matched
each other, forming a chronology of 307 years.
This matched the Belfast and Sweet chronologies over the period 4197-3891 BC with t
values of 6.9 and 4.1 respectively.
Almost simultaneously work carried out in
Belfast on a group of bog oaks from Ashton in
Lancashire produced one tree, 47870, which
matched the Balls Farm 4433-4265 BC chronology and the River Trent ‘Old Loop 1’ chronology (t = 5.2 and 5.1 respectively). This
specified the end-dates of the Old Loop 1
chronology as 4186-3833 BC and confirmed the
dating of the 396-year Sweet Track chronology
as 4202-3807 BC.
These new strands of evidence mean that the
tentative dating of the re-measured Sweet Track
chronology can now be accepted with confidence. The dates of the new chronologies are as
follows (see also FIGURE
2):
Ashton bog oak. Lancashire
Beverley Long Lane. Huriiberside
Old Loop 1, Ri\Jer Trent
Stolford 213. Somerset
Sweet Track, Somerset

4307-4023 B(:
1197-3891 H(:
4186-3833 H(:
4050-3779 B(:
4202-3807 IK:
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Bar diagram showing the years spanned by the Neolithic chronologies.

Archaeological interpretation of the tree-ring
dates
The temporal distribution of the bog oak and the
non-bog oak chronologies could have interesting environmental implications which will be
discussed below. The only archaeological site
within the Neolithic complex is the Sweet
Track. It is therefore necessary to look in detail
at the tree-ring dates for the trackway and relate
these to the felling dates of the timbers. This
then allows the broader archaeological implications of its dating to be discussed (in Part 11,
below).
Of the oak planks used to construct the new
396-year Sweet chronology, only one of them
had bark edge. This was Cover 120 which had a
complete outer ring dating to 3807 BC (FIGURE
3),
indicating that the timber was felled in the
winter-early spring of 380713806 BC. Another
timber, Drove 95, had more than 50 rings of
sapwood. It was re-measured in 1989, but the
sample had survived less well than most of the
others, and some of the sapwood rings had been
lost during storage. The outer ring of the new
sequence dated to 3810 BC.
Morgan et al. (1987: 62) claimed that ‘the
entire sapwood zone and bark surface could be
identified on several planks’. Cover 120 is one of
these. The only other published reference to
bark surface on the planks relates to Drove 95
(Morgan 1988: 48 & figure 111.14). However,
elsewhere Morgan (1988: 53) says of Drove 95

that the ‘sapwood zone . . . probably did not
extend to bark surface’. It was later confirmed
(Morgan pers. comm. (1990))that bark edge was
not present on the plank. The timber must
therefore have been felled some time after 3804
BC, which is the outer ring of Morgan’s original
ring sequence. Felling is unlikely to have been
much after this date since the number of sapwood rings on Morgan’s measurement (56)
already falls outside the 95% confidence limits
expected for the number of sapwood rings in
British oaks over 30 years old (10-55 rings, see
Hillam et a].1987).
The only other planks with sapwood were
two from the Turbary site (379, 1064), although
the outer ring of Drove 445 was thought to be
heartwood-sapwood transition. Assuming a
sapwood estimate of 10-55 rings, the dates of all
the heartwood-sapwood transitions are consistent with felling either in 380713806 or sometime later, as with Drove 95.
Further evidence as to the felling of the
timbers can be obtained by looking at the oak
roundwood samples from the Turbary site. A
master curve which showed that the roundwood was felled in the same year as the plank,
Cover 120, had already been constructed from
these samples by Morgan (1988: table 111.5).
However, re-measurement of some of the
roundwood indicated another potential match
four years later, that is, 3803 as opposed to 3807.
To resolve this problem, two new sets of
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with bark surface or probable bark surface are
illustrated in FIGURE
3. Two roundwood pieces
(QV32, 37) and one plank (TG398) were probably felled in 380713806 BC, whilst there is
evidence of later felling from plank TG383
which ends in 3800 BC. Perhaps of more interest
are timbers RWX and QZ105, both of which end
in 3838 BC. The former is from the Post Track
whilst (12105 is a stray transverse timber. If this
were also from the Post Track, a felling date of
3838 BC could be put forward for the felling of
the Post Track timbers. (Two oak planks from
the Post Track, QZ145 and QZ146, were felled
after 3967 and 3974 BC respectively, and are not
inconsistent with a 3838 BC date.)
The various felling dates from the Sweet and
Post Tracks can thus be summarized. Two ash
timbers were felled in 3838 BC, one of which
was definitely from the Post Track. There followed a felling event in the winter-early spring
of 380713806 BC in which a group of oak and ash
roundwood timbers, plus an oak and an ash
plank, were felled. Two timbers were felled
after this: an oak plank from the Drove site was
felled after 3804 BC, whilst an ash plank was
probably felled in 3800 BC.
The relationship between felling and construction cannot be determined from the treerings. The nature of the Sweet Track’s construction indicates that 380713806 BC is likely to be
the main construction phase with the timbers
felled after this being repairs.
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FIGLJRP;
3. Bar diagram showing the relationship of
the Sweet Track ring-sequences from timbers which
had bark surface or probable bark surface. (Drove
95 did not have bark surface, but is included
because its ring-sequence extends beyond 38071
3806 BC, which appears to be the main felling
phase for the Sweet Track.) Sample numbers are
prefixed by the Sweet Track site code.
B - bark surface; F - Fraxinus (ash]; Q - Quercus
(oak].

Environmental implications
It is of interest that in an extensive random
sampling exercise which has provided an
almost continuous bog oak chronology within
measurements were m a d e on all the round- the period 4989-381 BC (Baillie & Brown 1988).
Miood. This confirmed that the roundwood only the period 4022-3807 BC is not covered. Of
the precisely dated chronologies presented
timbers were felled in 380713806 BC.
The results from the ash timbers also show here, none are classic bog oaks chronologies.
Other evidence emphasizes this point.
that timbers were felled in 380713806 BC. Time
did not allow re-measurement of the ash Samples taken from large tree stumps on the
samples, but the original data (Morgan 1988: shore of the Bristol Channel at Woolaston in
appendix 4) were re-examined in some detail. A Gloucestershire have recently been examined at
new chronology of 167 years was produced Sheffield. Two of the ring-sequences formed a
which matched the roundwood master with a t chronology of 228 years which matched the
value of 8.4; it also gave a t value of 5.8 with the Neolithic chronologies over the period 4096re-measured ring sequence from Drove 95. 3869 BC. Here again these are not bog oaks but
(Work on samples from living trees indicates timbers from a submerged forest. It is also
that it is not uncommon for ash chronologies to known that examination of the number of bog
match those of oak- see Groves & Hillam 1988.) oaks per decade in the Irish long chronology
The ring sequences from the six ash timbers (Brown et al. 1986; figure 3) shows a decrease in
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numbers around 3900 IX:.I t would appear
therefore that there is a general decline in the
number of bog oaks from England a n d Ireland in
the period 4000-3800 M:.Over this period there
is a clustering of oaks from river gravels, submerged forests arid trackways. This might suggest some significant environmental change
around this period, with increased wetness
being the most likely cause. A change of this sort
might for example, produce the need for trackways across the Somerset Levels. It is interesting in this respect that the earlier Post Track is
replaced by the more substantial raised Sweet
Track.

Conclusion
Re-examination of timbers from the Sweet
Track, Stolford a n d the River Trent plus the
examination of new timbers from Lancashire
and Huniberside has led to the construction of
new chronologies. T h e new 424-year Neolithic
chronology, which includes timber from Beverley Long Lane, Colwick Old Loop 1, Stolford,
Sweet Track, and Woolaston, covers the period

& B.1. COLES

4202-3779 M:. T h e chronology is well replicated and can be used with confidence by
dendrochronologists a n d archaeologists. It can
be linked to existing bog oak chronologies from
Lancashire to form a continuous English
chronology for the period 4989-381 IK: which
will be of general use for the dating of prehistoric sites.
With the dating of the Neolithic chronology,
the Sweet Track can now be precisely interpreted. There are several felling dates associated with its chronology. It can be suggested
that the date of construction is the winter of
380713806 B(: or just afterwards. Kepairs also
appear to have been m a d e after this date. A
felling date for one of the timbers from the
stratigraphically earlier Post Track may indicate that the Post Track was constructed in 3838
BC or just afterwards (but see Part 11).
The placing of the Neolithic chronologies i n a
period where there is a depletion in the survival
of bog oaks may indicate some kind of crivironmental change at this time, although more
research is required on this point.

Part 11: the Sweet Track date
J.M. COLES& B.J. COLES
The significance of t h e absolute dating of the
Sweet Track is not confined to the structure of
the track itself, although it contains much
useful information about wood. Associated
with the track are a number of Neolithic artefacts often found o n other sites that are less
precisely dated, and where preservation is not
so good. These artefacts include pottery, flint
flakes a n d cores, flint a n d stone axes, as well as
very rarely found organic tools a n d equipment.
Also intimately connected with the Sweet
Track are a number of economic a n d environmental aspects that are well-preserved and
thereforc? clearly delineated in the peat deposits, and which have relevance to our overall
understanding of the earlier Neolithic in
soutlwrit I3ritain. These three aspects, the track,
t h (2 c:( .( j I 1( ) i nic - e nv i ro n m e ii t a 1 ev i d cn (:e , and the
artt:f;icts found beside the track, deserve some
bric:f ( A ) 111 IT1 e n t .
Thc: S\\.t:et Track, like a building but not liko a
settlt!iiit~nt,o n l y functionc:tl as a structurc when
it \\'as ( olnplcte; a half-finished track is no use,

nor is a house with only two walls. Therefore it
has always been understood that the Sweet
Track was built in o n e rather speedy episode of
work. Our experiments in building a few metres
of Sweet-type track supported the idea that the
original had been m a d e in a single operation
wherein all pieces relied upon their neighbours.
The track, 1800 m long, contained over 4000 m
of planks, 2000 m of heavy rails, arid 6000
roundwood or split pegs (Coles & Coles 1986).
To fell, split a n d prepare all this wood was a
major task in t h e winter of 380713806 BC, as was
the transportation of it all from the hills down to
the edge of the swamp. Once assembled there, at
both ends of the postulated track line, we think
that 10 persons working one long day could
have completed the whole track, in the spring of
3806 BC. This may be a n exaggcration of the
speed, as bringing the heavy timbers to their
places along the track as it extended out into the
swamp would have required m u c h effort. but
five clays would certainly soe the work done.
The samples used in the dentiro nwrk
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recorded above come from sites at the south end
(the Cover and Drove sites), the middle (the
Quag and Railway sites), and towards the north
(the Turbary site; all the sites are alphabetical
from the south). The most northerly site examined (Wallway) yielded no oak or ash with
dendro-countable bark edges. But all lines of
evidence indicate a single operation in 38071
3806 B(;. The dendro work has also picked out a
few pieces of wood from trees felled 31 years
before, in 3838 B(:. Two samples are of ash from
the middle of the track (Quag and Railway) and
two oak planks from Quag were probably also
felled earlier than 3807 BC. Structurally, three of
these timbers are from the Post Track, so-called
because of.its heavy hazel posts driven at
intervals beside a rough line of planks of oak,
ash and lime, dumped across the swamp
( F I G ~ J R1).
E The Post Track was an immediate
precursor of the Sweet Track, and provided a
working stage for the building of the latter. In
places where the two tracks overlapped, the
timbers of the Sweet Track rested directly upon
those of the Post Track, with no intervening peat
or indication of elapsed time. Thus we think
that trees felled in 3838 BC either lay wet in the
swamp for 31 years or were brought down to the
swamp from a dismantled structure or wood
store i n 380713806 BC.
Several other timbers from the Sweet Track
have felling dates slightly later than the bulk. It
has always been recognized that parts of the
track, particularly in the northern portion (Turbary), were subjected to severe disruption by
flooding, and that extra wood was added some
few years after the main construction phase.
Planks cut at the southern end (Drove) may also
have been added. The dendro date for this phase
of repairs, and therefore for the continued use of
the track, is between 3804 and 3800 BC, in a time
when the track needed some input of material
and labour. By 3800 BC it still stood above the
swamp, providing a dry walkway, although it
was doomed to disappear soon beneath the
waters and the reeds.
The absolute dating of the track indicates the
existence at this precise time of a woodland
little touched by humans, and in which oak,
ash, lime and elm formed major stands with
hazel and holly beside and beneath. At the
north end of the swamp were oaks about 400
years old, mighty giants of the forest, while at
the south end were smaller oaks of about
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100-150 years, probably the product of an
episode of clearance in or around 3950 BC not
otherwise signalled in the archaeological
record. The builders of the Sweet Track also
used other species for track components, so we
know that in 380713806 BC there were also
willow, poplar, alder and birch growing near at
hand, and apple, dogwood and ivy not far
distant (Orme & Coles 1985). Not all of the 13
species are detectable in the pollen record of
this phase of activity in the Levels.
The technology of working wood in the
earlier Neolithic has been explored in the
reports of the excavations on the Sweet Track,
but again the absolute dating sharpens our focus
on the quality and variety of methods used, and
the results obtained even by those craftsmen
anxious to complete what was probably a job in
which the finest wood-carving was not a feature. Examination of the character of the roundwood from the Track has shown that some form
of woodland management was in existence in
the area at the time of trackway building, with
perhaps a coppice cycle in use for hazel and
other species (Rackham 1979). So we can suggest that before 3800 BC the concept of controlled felling and encouragement of growth of
particular trees existed in the area, and therefore probably over many wider regions of
Britain and beyond. And the careful extraction
and analysis of beetle remains from the peats
beside and just beneath the track have suggested
that the temperatures in southern Britain in
380713806 BC were different from those of today.
with winters 2-4°C colder and summers 2-3"C
warmer.
The Sweet Track was a single line of elevated
planks, a plank-walk 1800 m long through a
swamp where winter waters would overrun the
walkway, and summer reeds would mask and
tower above the planks. The track was built to
be used, not ritually we think but to allow
people to get from south to north and reverse.
No passing-places have been recognized by us,
but experiments show that it is just possible to
pass one another if bodily contact is permitted.
For whatever reason, Neolithic people dropped
parts of their loads here and there. And they also
abandoned some tools used on or around the
track. Floods probably brought in some wooden
objects from other areas of the valley, to float
and bump against the track on its eastern side.
All of these objects are now dated to the >rear
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380713806 BC or to the few years just afterwards,
before the track was overwhelmed by water and
reeds, and became useless for winter, and then
summer, travel. So we have a very short period
of use, maybe 10 years only, that provides our
first precise dating for a whole range of earlier
Neolithic artefacts. The assemblage includes
material associated with traditional British
monuments such as causewayed enclosures,
fortified settlements, earthen long barrows and
flint mines; the stone-axe ‘network’ is also
involved indirectly.
Many potsherds have been found alongside
the Sweet Track, some underneath planks and
others representing complete pots dropped
upon the track or into the swamp with their
contents scattered. A pot with hazelnuts, and
one with a spurtle or stirring-stick, were
dropped upon wood and smashed. Another fell
into reeds and subsided more gently. Other
sherds are from broken pots dispersed by floodwaters, or kicked in annoyance, and there are
single isolated sherds here and there. The
number of pots represented is perhaps 10-15,
and all are fine wares, with thin walls,
shoulders sharp or relaxed, everted rolled rims,
and coated with something like a carbon-based
paint in, therefore, dark grey, dark brown or
black. The fabric has angular quartz, sand,
limestone or grog temper. There are shallow
bowls or more upright jars with deep necks, and
bases are rounded. The bodies, particularly the
necks, were burnished. There are no known
coarse wares such as might be found on contemporary settlements. All of the Sweet pots were
made in 380713806 BC: or within a couple of
years of this, before the dying reeds began to
clog the swamp surface. They therefore provide
a real date for the round bowl tradition of the
British Neolithic.
Other artefacts exactly contemporary with
the track include a number of flint flakes almost
all without retouch. Because of the good preservation in the peat, these flakes still retain the
traces of use, and have been shown to fall into
four groups characterized by shape and size,
and used for woodwork, for reed cutting, for
hide cutting, and for cutting some other plant
substance as yet unidentified. Almost all these
flakes were made and used in 380713806 BC, as
the track was being built. Several were used for
working wood and then for other purposes
before loss in the waters beside the track. A

group of leaf-shaped arrowheads, one with its
hazel shaft held by nettle string, and another
with a blob of Neolithic glue, should also be of
380713806 BC or very soon afterwards.
Associated with the building of the track were
two axeheads, both in new or barely-used condition. Neither had a haft and had come to rest
just beside the track as if maybe hidden there, or
inexplicably lost. The flint of one axehead has
been identified as from one of the seams in
Sussex, so the track date can be assigned to the
mining operations in southeast England. The
other axehead is of jadeite, probably from the
Alpine foothills of west-central Europe. This
provides a precise date for some sort of mechanism that brought such exotic materials to the
British Isles in or before 380713806 BC.
Less spectacular but nonetheless important to
us, and even more so to Neolithic folk, are the
variety of wooden tools now dated to 380713806
BC or very shortly thereafter, during the use of
the track. Roughly-made bows, a wooden tomahawk, paddles or spades, digging stick and
possible mattock, are the larger recognizable
tools. Toggles, a comb, a wooden spoon, a dish
or box, and finely-carved yew pins are but a few
of a jumble of broken objects mostly without
parallel in Britain. A piece of grass rope is
similarly unique. All of these are now firmly
placed within the earlier Neolithic of southern
Britain. We have always argued that the whole
assemblage of pottery, flint, stone and wood
from the Sweet Track represents a moment in
prehistoric time, all contemporary in use and
deposition. We now know that this moment was
3807/3806 BC or as near as dammit.
The date of the Sweet Track is at present
among the earliest from European sites. Natural
wood, particularly bog oak, is dated considerably earlier, but man-made wooden structures
emerge in the dendro calendar only shortly after
3900 BC, the first sites being settlements of the
circum-Alpine region. From published data, the
earliest-dated site is that of Montilier on Lake
Morat in western Switzerland, built of oak
felled in the years 3867-3854 BC. By 3800 BC
about a dozen settlements had been built on the
shores of the Swiss and south German lakes,
some showing a fleeting human presence like
Corsier-Port (3859-3856 BC), and others such as
Twann the beginning of a centuries-long series
of building episodes. In the same year that the
Sweet Track wood was felled, people were
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felling oak at Hauterive-Champreveyres on
Lake Neuchgtel, at Twann on Lake Bienne, and
at Thayngen-Weier in the valley of the Biber,
and no doubt at other settlements still to be
identified. It should be noted that these Swiss
and German settlements are the earliest to be
dendro dated, but they are not the earliest
known Neolithic sites around the lakes. The
earliest surviving structures are all associated
with elements of Neolithic culture, and they are
built of wood that cannot as yet be dendro
dated, either of oak too young to match with
confidence to a master chronology, or of a range
of other species. Radiocarbon dating, that
master of imprecision at times, places these
settlements from about 4200 BC and it is only
about three centuries later that wood was used
that permits dendro dating. And three centuries
after that, there were a large number of
settlements
constructed,
among
them
Clairvaux-les-Lacs in France with oak felled in
3449 BC.
Other archaeological evidence relevant to
this brief discussion includes platforms and
trackways from wetlands outside the Somerset
Levels. The Sweet Track is at present the
earliest such structure known anywhere in
Europe, although in view of the work now
under way in the central bogland of Ireland, it
may be expected that structures will be
discovered that are of the 4th millennium BC,
and perhaps earlier than ‘the oldest road’ of the
Sweet Track. The extensive series of wooden
roads and tracks in northern Germany and the

Netherlands appear not to be earlier than the
3rd millennium BC. The evidence from the
Fenland and other parts of Britain does not at
the moment include structures of the 4th millennium BC, but it is possible that the Haddenham long barrow will soon be dendro dated to
an early time, and that Ehenside Tarn in Cumbria was of equivalent age to that of the Sweet
Track. It is salutary to think that the superblypreserved Bronze Age site of Flag Fen in Cambridgeshire was as remote in time from the
Sweet Track as it is from us today; it shows up
the enormous gaps in our knowledge of the
organic components of prehistoric material culture at the very least, as well as of the finelydetailed economic and environmental information that survives in wet places. We need to
discover waterlogged and well-preserved
tracks, platforms and above all settlements of
the centuries from 3500 to 1500 BC in order to
increase our knowledge of prehistoric Britain
beyond the continued accumulation of dusty
evidence from the dead sites of the drylands,
interesting as it may be to a diminishing audience.
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